audio signal is preprocessed with a sound onset detector.
INTRODUCTION
Metrical structure is a fundamental property of music. It refers to the hierarchy of regular pulses that a listener intuitively attempts to infer from the timings and accents of perceived musical events. By far the most significant metrical level is the beat, or "tactus" [ 11, and tapping along to the beat is a fundamental musical skill.
I intend to demonstrate that the tatum, or the lowest metrical level, is the next important metrical level for computational music processing applications after the beat. The pulse intervals on all other metrical levels, including the beat, are integral multiples of the tatum, and this makes the tatum an ideal short-time segmentation for musical signals. The tatum may also work as a robust starting point for computational beat induction. '
The onset detector tracks changes in the root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude envelope on multiple frequency bands and emits onset events at points of rapid level increase. The tatum estimator processes the stream of onsets causally, enabling the tracking of accelerandos and ritardandos by using an exponentially decaying window for past data. Rubatos and tempo changes are detected after a latency time dictated by the observation window length.
The availability of the tatum grid makes it feasible to automatically measure musical time from a piece of music by using the tatum grid or some multiple of it as the time base. This enables applications which compute and handle memcal intervals between musical events in addition to computing absolute time intervals.
The extraction of the tatum grid from a musical audio signal or an onset stream has not been discussed per se in any previous literature. Bilmes discusses creating a tatum grid that matches a performance, given complete metrical knowledge of the piece [2] . The rule-based meter perception models of Lee [3], Rosenthal [4] , and Temperley and Sleator [5] produce a transcription of the lowest metrical level as a by-product, but the principal focus of the models and the publications is on the beat.
The proposed system aims at generality in regard to musical genres. Experimental data comprising of excerpts from jazz, rock, techno, classical, big band, and pop music was used to verify the performance of the system by using manually annotated beat positions as a metrical reference. Beat annotation was used, because it is impossible to annotate the taturn grid in a real-time listening test.
METHOD DESCRIPTION
The term metrical grid is used to refer to a symbolic transcription of the whole metrical structure [l]. The term 2*1. Sound Onset detection taturn grid refers to the train of pulses on the lowest metrical level, and the term taturn refers to the period of the lowestlevel pulse, i.e., the shortest notes present [2]. This paper proposes a system for finding the tatum grid from acoustic musical signals. Prior to tatum estimation the Sound onsets are observed on eight non-overlapping frequency bands, distributed logarithmically is then decimated to a sample rate of approximately 100 Hz.
In simple imitation of the human auditory system, the amplitude envelope a[n] is finally computed from the decimated RMS signal by convolving it with a 100 ms half of a raised cosine window [6]. Finally, the quantity
is compared to a preset threshold to find sound onset points [6]. Furthermore, hysteresis is simulated by using a constant lower threshold, below of which b[n] must drop before rising above a constant upper threshold, in order to be regarded as a genuine new onset. After detecting onsets independently on each frequency band, the final set of onsets is the union of the subband onsets, excluding distinctly low-intensity onsets. Onset intensity is computed from the amplitude envelope as the height of the rapid amplitude increase during the onset.
Tatum period estimation
The aim of tatum period estimation is to estimate the average interval between successive pulses on the lowest metrical level. This will be denoted q. The tatum period q is estimated causally, from incoming onsets one at a time, resulting in a time-varying estimate of it.
The only information used to determine the tatum period are the times of the onsets, discarding all information of the pitch, timbre and loudness of the musical signal. Reliminary experiments indicate that incorporating loudness or any other auxillary information into the tatum estimation process will more likely produce a false tatum. This observation seems rather logical, considering the fact that the loudness or timbre of onsets tend to correlate more strongly at the beat level than at lower metrical levels [l] .
I . Inter-onset interval computation
The onset stream is first transformed into inter-onset interval 001) data. Given two onsets at times t , and t b , t, < t b , the IO1 between the onsets is defined as o = t b -t,. The 101's are not only computed between pairs of successive onsets; rather, all onset pairs whose 101's are within an upper limit are taken into account. This procedure (also used by Rosenthal [4] and Dixon [7] ) is a variation of the conventional notion of the 101.~ in monophonic melodies and rhythm patterns.
'The conventional IO1 is the time difference between successive notes
Greatest common divisor approximation
If we assume that there are no random deviations in the IO1 values, the 101's are all exact integral multiples of the tatum, implying that the tatum is equal to the greatest common divisor (GCD) of the 101's. I now introduce a scheme to estimate the GCD in a situation where the 101's contain random deviations.
Let us define a remainder errorfunction (REF) , as a function of period p and inter-onset intervals oi:
The local minima of Eq. (3) represent possible tatum candidates. If an exact GCD exists, it can be found by finding the greatest value for which the REF is zero, or gcd(ol,o2, . . . , on) = max { P 1 e ( p ) = 0).
Inter-onset interval histogram
In order for the algorithm to accommodate tatum changes (e.g. accelerandos and ritardandos), the 101's are converted into a time-varying histogram representation, accumulated from onset to onset. 
Reminder error thresholding
After the computation of the remainder error function 6 ( p ) , the tatum period must be chosen. According to the definition of the GCD (see 2.2.2), the tatum is the highest local minimum of the remainder error function. A parametrized threshold value eth = a min, e(p)
is used to select the tatum q as the most prominent local minimum below the threshold. Here a = 0.4. Figures 1 (el) and l(e2) show both the medians (dash-dot line) and the thresholds (dashed line) in addition to the remainder error functions (solid line).
Tatum phase estimation
The exact points of the tatum grid are positioned only after the tatum period has been computed, adapting the grid towards the actual onsets, since by assumption, all the observed onsets are on average aligned with the tatum grid [ 11 [2]. In the following, the position of an individual tatum grid point is indicated by cp.
Given N onsets ti between two tatum grid points ti E [cp, cp + g], the average deviation 6 of the onsets is given by the circular mean where the angle operator L(.) gives the phase angle, within
[ -K , ?r) , of its complex argument. After the average deviation between the onsets and the grid is known, the position of the next grid point cp' is corrected to make the deviation smaller, parametrized with a constant coefficient p = 0.1:
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The proposed tatum analysis algorithm was evaluated using 50 musical signal excerpts. The signals were selected to contain a wide range of instruments, dynamic ranges and tempi. Recordings both with and without percussion, with and without vocals and of studio and live performances were included. Another goal was to include representative excerpts from different musical genres, ranging from jazz and rock through classical and big band music to pop and electronic music. The material has an unambiguous meter present, although a part of the material contains rubatos, ritardandos and accelerandos. From each selected recording, a characteristic oneminute excerpt was extracted. The excerpts were taken from commercial CD's, at 44100 Hz sample rate, and were converted to monophonic signals for use in the simulations.
The beat in each of the excerpts was carefully manually annotated by tapping along while the excerpt was being played. The reason for annotating the beats instead of directly annotating the tatum grid is the preference to make annotations in a real-time listening situation. In a real-time listening test it is impossible to annotate the tatum grid, while annotating the beat is usually the most natural task. The music excerpts were then processed with the proposed algorithm and its output was compared to the annotated beat locations. All simulation cases were computed using the very same set of parameter values and thresholds.
The tatum tracking error measure is based on evaluating the fitness of the estimated tatum grid to the metrical structure implied by the annotated beat grid. The error measure is formulated from two properties: (a) tatum grid points must coincide with beats, and (b) the number of tatums per beat must be a constant integer. The error is evaluated by first computing QPB(i), the number of tatum grid points 
where the D(-) operator computes the sample difference 
CONCLUSIONS
A compound algorithm for estimating sound onsets and the tatum grid from acoustic musical signals has been presented. The concept of tatum grid proved to be a simple and effective tool for approaching musical signals. The tatum is most often well-defined and can be estimated reliably purely from the times of sound onsets. Moreover, using any further information in tatum estimation is not meaningful and can cause erroneous results.
The tatum period, as estimated by the proposed algorithm, can be readily used for computing event times on a normative metrical, i.e., musically relevant time base. Given the tatum period3 q(t), the metrical interval rn between two time instants t, and t b , t, < t b , is given as t b d r m=la qo.
Using this time base to compute metrical intervals yields note durations in the musical sense, independent of tempo.
The performance of the proposed algorithm was verified using 50 music excerpts of a wide range of musical genres.
The performance was observed to be excellent at best, depending on the rhythmical regularity of the source material. A real-time implementation of the proposed algorithm excluding the onset detector is available on-line [8].
